
Strategic Foresight is the crowning jewel of organizational growth. By (1) consulting

experts, (2) scanning the environment, (3) analyzing the data, (4) piloting new

initiatives, and (5) adjusting through trial and error (see graphic below), organizations

dominate their market. That is because effective use of Strategic Foresight makes it

possible to continuously provide high-impact value as circumstances shift and

transform. This is especially useful in a highly uncertain environment like we are

experiencing now.

Strategic Foresight makes it easier to unlearn old dogma and adopt new formulas,

even for those who like to stick to tradition. It provides the information flow that tracks

change. It does this through a framework and data points descriptive of the ever-

evolving view of the future from the present moment.

Strategic Foresight:
New Game, New Rules
We all know that staying ahead of the curve is crucial
to the success of your association. But with current
economic and sociopolitical turbulence, it is becoming
critical that associations adopt a practice of Strategic
Foresight that prioritizes immediate disruption and
growth.
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In times like these Strategic

Foresight provides an effective

replacement for the traditional 3-to-

5-year plan. It gives leaders the

information they need to

reconfigure their organization and

its priorities to match the short term,

rapidly changing circumstances of

our workplaces, marketplaces,

members’ worlds, and the broader

culture.

This is why I’m working with associations on what I call a North Star, Next Stage

strategy. This method involves keeping your organization’s overarching mission and

vision front-of-mind while planning very deliberately for the next 6-12 months. Of

course, you must supplement this with regular reviews at 30-day intervals with your

executive committee to keep it updated and on track with your most critical needs.

“2020 Foresight”

Over the next several weeks you can look forward to a 6-part series of compact

primers (this being the first) designed to serve association leaders as they chart a

course in the midst of our current global turmoil. These primers will translate the core

tenets of Strategic Foresight to a moment where long-term strategy just doesn’t work.

Most importantly, they will unpack 2-3 practical tactics that showcase my North Star,

Next Stage method at all the typical stages of Strategic Foresight, from drawing on

your network to external research to trend analysis to concrete action to self-

evaluation and revision.

 

The aim here is to provide you with the most direct and actionable information to

confront the myriad of hurdles we currently face. Where possible I will integrate

specific issues like the COVID-19 pandemic, sheltering in place and its impact on

worklife as well as value generation for members, economic disruptors including job

loss and supply-chain interruption, and the national hunger to do a better job of

addressing racial inequities.

 

For starters, let’s take a look at a specific tactic all associations can benefit from. I have

used it many times with excellent results as an exercise for the senior staff as well as

the board of directors.
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The Big Idea here is getting out of your own way.

We all suffer from a predefined set of assumptions—especially in moments of crisis

involving little time for reflection. But to truly prepare for the future, you have to get out

of your own way. This is why breaking through your own predisposed biases is often

enough to gauge how relevant you and your organization are compared to

competition and other disruptive forces.

 

To give your association an opportunity to adequately and systematically check its

blind spots, schedule a day to meet with your senior leadership team and imagine

you’re a competitor of your own organization. Your goal: to sink your business. 

 

Pick out points of organizational weakness. Spend serious time investigating where

your faults are. 

 

Then, kick the exercise up a notch. Pretend everyone present is your most threatening

competitor’s senior strategy team and they have unlimited budget. Discuss your

organization’s weaknesses from the vantage point of your competitor and their

strengths. Things might get uncomfortable but encourage radical candor—it will lead

to valuable insights.

 

As you work through this exercise, pay attention to shifts in the group’s tone. When do

people begin to relax, and how does the discussion change as a result? Significant

facts and perspectives are likely to be voiced. I suggest recording the event to ensure

everything is captured.

 

Once these perspectives have been spoken aloud, take a step back and consider them

as legitimate intentions or ideas of your competitors. Ask the group how they might

alter or redesign your organization to respond to these threats. Knowing that these

strategies might be in the heads of those who are interested in taking over your space,

how might you change your practices? This final question can lead to successful

innovations and breakthroughs that have the potential to secure market share and

fortify leading positions in your field.

 

Allowing you and your team to voice these perspectives may be unconventional and

discombobulating, but when approached with the proper mindset they can yield

tremendous results—especially in the midst of a global pandemic currently rewriting

many of the standard rules of business.

Group Exercise: Shifting Perspectives
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In the coming weeks association leaders can look forward to 5 more installments

unpacking several immediate, results-driven plays specially designed for this

unprecedented time. My hope is that this series will be translatable to the

circumstantial nuances your organization currently faces, while also orienting you to

the shifting priorities of our culture. At its core, my North Star, Next Stage methodology

is intended for your association to capture new ground and invest in a bright future for

you and your members.

 

To explore how this can be adapted and put to work in your organization, or schedule

a private conversation, email me at Seth@VisionaryLeadership.com.

More On The Way...

Seth Kahan has worked hand-in-hand
with 100+ association CEOs. He worked at
the World Bank for 13 years, including
with President Jim Wolfensohn, helped
spearheaded a $20M change initiative at
Royal Dutch Shell, consulted on 3 large-

scale change initiatives for Gaddi
Vasquez, director of the Peace Corps.

He is the author of four business books
including the bestsellers, Getting Change
Right and Getting Innovation Right.
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More information and resources can be found at VisionaryLeadership.com

https://visionaryleadership.com/

